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It may be noted that the position of finder of goods is that of a Bailee only against the true owner of the goods
and he is bound to return the goods to the owner. Another person is bound by law to pay the same but he fails
to pay. Let us see an example. In a transaction in which there is no contract between the parties; the law
creates certain rights and obligation between them which are similar to those created by a contract. In the
second case, the rules on agency in Title X of this Book shall be applicable. In an American case Miller v.
Basic elements of quasi-contracts are: Liability In general, the quasi-contract doctrine is applied in disputes
regarding payment of goods delivered or services rendered. Enjoyment of benefit by the defendant is
necessary. For instance, Aristotle and Dante share a flat and contribute in half for the rent to be paid. When all
the above conditions are satisfied, the person receiving the benefit becomes bound to pay the compensation to
the person conferring the benefit. Generally the existence of an actual or implied-in-fact contract is required
for the defendant to be liable for services rendered, and a person who provides a service uninvited is an
officious intermeddler who is not entitled to compensation. So later on, it was decided that the doctrine was
going against the law and hence the doctrine of unjust enrichment prevailed over this theory after the case of
Fibrosa Spolka Akeyjna v. There are certain obligations, specified in the Indian Contract Act, that are not
actually contracts because they miss one or the other elements of a contract, but are still enforceable in a court
of law. In one intention is discarded and in the other intention is ascertained and enforced. There will be an
obligation on the house owner to restore the goods safely that is imposed by law rather than any agreement
between the parties. Certain promises that are not considered contracts may, in limited circumstances, be
enforced if one party has relied to his detriment on the assurances of the other party. Aristotle, without
knowing that Dante has already paid the due rent to the landlord in whole, pays again to the landlord. A
quasi-contract is not an actual contract, but is a legal substitute formed to impose equity between two parties.
The responsibility of two or more payees, when there has been payment of what is not due, is solidary. When
through an accident or other cause a person is injured or becomes seriously ill, and he is treated or helped
while he is not in a condition to give consent to a contract, he shall be liable to pay for the services of the
physician or other person aiding him, unless the service has been rendered out of pure generosity. Certain
lawful, voluntary and unilateral acts give rise to the juridical relation of quasi- contract to the end that no one
shall be unjustly enriched or benefited at the expense of another. Finder of goods to a person who finds goods
belonging to another and takes the goods into his custody. It is used when a court finds it appropriate to create
an obligation upon a non-contracting party to avoid injustice and to ensure fairness. A pack of chocolate chip
cookies that you ate as soon as they arrived. The other person should enjoy the benefits of this payment or the
delivery of the thing. Remedies are available under quasi-contract under the Indian contract act,  Firstly, an
offer. The term mistake here can mean both mistake of fact or mistake of law. Features of a Quasi-Contract
Their origin does not lie in the offer and its acceptance, that is, in an agreement between the parties. In one
duty defines the contract while on the other hand contract defines the duty. He who paid unduly may proceed
only against the true debtor or the guarantors with regard to whom the action is still effective. The founder of
quasi-contract based on the theory of unjust enrichment was Lord MANSFIELD who explained such
obligations based upon the law as well as justice to prevent undue advantage to one person at the cost of
another. These are things without which a person cannot reasonably exist. When in a small community a
nationality of the inhabitants of age decide upon a measure for protection against lawlessness, fire, flood,
storm or other calamity, any one who objects to the plan and refuses to contribute to the expenses but is
benefited by the project as executed shall be liable to pay his share of said expenses. A quasi-contract or
implied-in-law contract or constructive contract is a fictional contract created by courts for equitable, not
contractual, purposes. Except when the management was assumed to save property or business from imminent
danger, the officious manager shall be liable for fortuitous events: 1 If he is manifestly unfit to carry on the
management; 2 If by his intervention he prevented a more competent person from taking up the management.
It has been observed that these contracts and quasi contracts are the matter of practical importance. Though the
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Indian Contract Act, does not define a quasi-contract, it calls them relation resembling those of contracts. Take
for an example a person in whose house certain goods have been left incidentally, so that person is bound to
restore them. Obligation comes into the picture as law imposes it over the parties but is linked to the
agreement between the parties.


